
CCC 60 Board Meeting

August 31, 2021

Attendees: Hugh Thorne, David Grant, Marc Bouchard, Bernie Scobie, Raffie Stepanian,
Rejean D’Aoust, Nadia Freeman
Apologies:

Agenda:
1. Welcome and announcement of quorum
2. Approval of agenda
3. Approval of minutes of the Board of Directors
4. Items arising from minutes of last meeting
5. Ratification of decisions made between meeting

a. Budget for Year end 2022-10-30 with
no condo fees increase.

b. Lease agreement for unit 101
6. Manager’s report
7. Monthly financial report
8. Items for discussion

- Unit 306 next steps following ESA inspection
- Door Entry system next steps (extra FOB and remotes request etc.)
- Ainger support agreement
- Unit 503 Parking reassignment request
- Bell Telephone Lines Review
- Tyco Monitoring Contract Cancellation
- RBC Loan Documentation signing for HVAC Project
- Covid protocols revision and update proposals re wave 4

In order to help ensure the health and safety of our residents,
CCC60 will proceed as follows:
-  All residents are encouraged to become fully vaccinated, in
support of which all board members agree to be fully vaccinated
and offer proof if asked.
-  All staff, contractors and temporary workers working in the
building must be fully vaccinated.
-  Proof of full vaccination may be asked of those using any of the
building common areas including the poolroom, gym, saunas,
party room, board room, guest suites and lobby sitting room.
-  Masks are still required to be worn by all residents, guests and
contractors at all times in hallways and common areas.
-  Public health guidelines on social distancing and group
gatherings requirements must be followed at all times.

- Gym reopening protocols, how can we safely reopen the gym or should it



remain closed
- Residents complaints about political canvassing in the building
- Residents complaints about regular cleaning not being done
- Guest suites variable rates
- Insurance quote from Gifford
- smoke penetration complaint from 603

9. Board Projects Updates
10. Status Certificate Review
11. Notice of next meeting and adjournment

Minutes:

1. Welcome and announcement of quorum
○ DG opened the meeting and announced quorum at 18:01

2. Approval of agenda
○ DG advised everyone that he had updated the agenda prior to the

meeting to include all of the suggested additional items, but would
add one more as he had just received an email from 603 about
cigarette smoke penetration in their unit.

3. Approval of minutes of the Board of Directors
○ BS moved that the minutes from the previous board meeting be

accepted, seconded by DG; all members present approved.
4. Items arising from minutes of last meeting

○ DG noted that most action items from the previous minutes had been
completed but asked if anyone had checked the portal to see if the content
had been updated. HT advised that little additional content had been
posted and that the portal was still lacking any information on our current
contracts along with other items of information. HT asked RDA if
Michelle might need additional support to help her with getting the portal
content up to date. RDA responded that he had a follow up conversation
with NF about this matter. DG noted that this action item was still in
progress and would be reviewed for completion at the next meeting. In the
meantime he expected work to continue to populate the portal.

5. Ratification of decisions made between meetings
○ Budget for Year end 2022-10-30 with

no condo fees increase.
○ Lease agreement for unit 101

As all of these items had been reviewed and approved via email by the board,
DG moved that they should all be ratified together, seconded by HT, motion
carried unanimously.

6. Manager’s report
subsumed into item 8. items for discussion.

7. Monthly financial report



DG asked if the board had reviewed the financial report for July sent
out last week. HT and BS advised that they had both reviewed and saw
nothing to be concerned about. HT advised the meeting that the
budget was on track for this fiscal barring some unexpected large
expenditure. DG agreed and noted that the board should be careful
about August and September so that the corporation could stay on
track.

8. Items for discussion
- Unit 306 next steps following ESA inspection

DG asked what actions needed to happen next after the recent ESA
inspection of unit 306.  HT advised that the OMS mold remediation
quote would need to be revisited to ensure that the scope and price
were understood and agreed, and that he would like to obtain a quote
from our electrical contractor Broder to carry out some limited
electrical work for the owner during the restoration of the kitchen.
RDA asked about the dismantling and rebuilding of the kitchen and HT
advised him that OMS should scope their work as if the kitchen was
empty with everything having been removed. HT also advised that he
would have to apply through the Freedom of Information act in order
to obtain a copy of the ESA report, which would likely take most of
September. DG advised that he would have to update the corporation’s
solicitor and provide her with details on the plans for next steps. HT
noted that with the ESA inspection he saw no need for the arbitration
that was previously being asked for.
Action: HT to summarise next steps so that DG can update the
solicitor.

- Door Entry system next steps (extra FOB and remotes request etc.)
DG asked if this project was ready to move on to the final steps
regarding the medeco key swaps, the rebarreling of the building entry
door locks and the securing of the outside front door between 01:00 -
05:00 am. BS advised that all of the remediation work on the systems
had been completed by Ainger and that in his opinion we were ready to
move on. DG advised that the next step would be to update the original
notice issued at the original cut over, and recommended re-issuing the
user guide as well. Rda asked if the new superintendent had been
trained in the programming of the system, BS advised that he had but
was asking for a final walk through with DG. DG noted that it was very
important to ensure that the master list of residents and assigned fobs
was kept up to date. He also proposed expanding the master document
to add in the parking spaces and locker assignments so that all the
related information could be kept together and regularly reviewed for
completeness and currency. HT commented that this was now a
critical system for the building and that the property management
company needed to ensure that appropriate care and attention was



given to it’s support. DG suggested that an item could be added to the
monthly meeting agenda to review the master list for any moves,
changes, deletions as a way of ensuring that the formal records were
not overlooked.
Action: DG to update and share notices issued previously for review so
that next steps can be scheduled

- Ainger support agreement
DG asked if everyone had taken some time to look at the quote he had
asked BS to get from Ainger for annual support of the security systems.
He noted that the hourly rates were high but consistent with this kind
of work. He noted that given the newness of the systems he would not
anticipate any component failures that would require a call out,
however he did recommend that the software be kept up to date, which
is what this support agreement would ensure DG moved that the board
accept the Ainger quote seconded by BS, all those board members
present agreed and the motion was passed.
Action: RDA to issue PO to Ainger

- Unit 503 Parking reassignment request
DG asked if the board members had reviewed the latest
communication from the unit’s owner. The board members responded
in the affirmative, with many voicing their disagreement with the
assertions that the board had taken no action on this matter, and
noting the aggressive and threatening tone of the communications. DG
suggested that he draft yet another response, and that he suggest the
idea of converting visitor parking spaces into accessible
parking/registered disabledand assign a space to the unit, if the costs
of doing so were not excessive. HT objected to this approach, as the
board had already responded and assigned the owner parking that was
suitable and that there was no obligation to go any further. HT offered
to draft the response to the solicitor, observing that his demand for
response on Monday made no reference to it being a public holiday.
The board members agreed to have HT follow up on this item.
Action: HT

- Bell Telephone Lines Review
DG asked MB if he had had any time to dig into this during the past
month. MB responded that he had all of the information collected but
had yet to look through it and start making calls regarding the various
bills. It was agreed to carry this action forward to the next meeting.
Action : MB

- Tyco Monitoring Contract Cancellation
No progress on this action. DG noted that Michelle had updated the
management report saying that she had called Tyco and left a message
but no-one had returned her call yet. RDA noted that Tyco were still



asking about the service upgrade that they wanted the board to agree
to. HT responded , supported by the board, that we had already
decided not to proceed with that upgrade. Item and action to be
carried forward to the next meeting.
Action: RDA

- RBC Loan Documentation signing for HVAC Project
No progress on this item. DG advised the meeting that he had checked
his own copy of the declaration but it was missing the front page that
would have had the official stamp on it. HT advised that his copy was
the same. It was agreed that this item has no urgency and can be
pursued as and when people have the time.

- Covid protocols revision and update proposals re wave 4
In order to help ensure the health and safety of our residents,
CCC60 will proceed as follows:
-  All residents are encouraged to become fully vaccinated, in
support of which all board members agree to be fully vaccinated
and offer proof if asked.
-  All staff, contractors and temporary workers working in the
building must be fully vaccinated.
-  Proof of full vaccination may be asked of those using any of the
building common areas including the poolroom, gym, saunas,
party room, board room, guest suites and lobby sitting room.
-  Masks are still required to be worn by all residents, guests and
contractors at all times in hallways and common areas.
-  Public health guidelines on social distancing and group
gatherings requirements must be followed at all times.

The meeting had a broad and open discussion on this item. DG
brought up the preference by some of the board to have the protocols
implemented as a new rule, DG asked RDA and NF what their thoughts
were on this. NF responded and advised the meeting that she had
attended a meeting recently where these topics were discussed, and
that our legal representative was also there and had released a blog
update on one of the items. The advice from NF was that the protocols
should be implemented as a rule, and that many corporations were
either doing or planning to do so. NF recommended waiting a week or
two until further legal clarification was available. BS responded that
his preference was for the board to demonstrate leadership on this
item and show the residents that their safety was a priority. BS asked
the board if it would agree to posting the revised protocols rule
immediately, however RDA advised that a rule had to be drafted using
a formal template recognised by the CAO and would take time to
organise. MB then offered a suggestion of posting the updated
protocols in an informational notice advising residents of the new rule
being drafted by the board. The board agreed in principle to this



approach and BS offered to draft the notice asap and share for
comments, the board. The action was left with BS to progress.
Action: BS

- Gym reopening protocols, how can we safely reopen the gym or should it
remain closed

Given the shortness of time and other items with higher priority still to
cover, DG advised that this item would be carried over to the next
meeting. RDA also advised that Gyms have specific cleaning protocols
that would make opening it up more challenging than re-opening the
pool.

- Residents complaints about political canvassing in the building
DG advised the meeting that there had been several complaints about
political canvassing in the building, particularly in regard to an
unmasked individual escorted by RF. DG advised RF that some
residents had taken this as a board endorsement of the candidate. RF
replied that he had only escorted the individual because he was a
personal friend, and that the individual had a medical exemption for
not wearing a mask. DG advised that as discussed during the revised
Covid protocols item 333 Chapel Street was not a public building and
had no need to admit anyone not wearing a mask, regardless of their
possession or not of a medical exemption. DG reminded everyone that
there were at least two residents in the building who would be classed
as in the vulnerable group and that the board had a responsibility to
try and ensure their safety. DG advised RF to give careful thought to
this and to seek advice from his fellow board members if he was
planning on doing anything similar in the future.  RDA advised the
meeting that CIPM had prepared a notice for corporations to post at
their entrance doors regarding canvassing during the pandemic and
asked if it had been sent out while he was on vacation. DG advised that
he had not seen anything, neither had anyone else. RDA took an action
to provide this notice asap to the board..
Action: RDA to send Canvassing Protocols Notice to the board

- Residents complaints about regular cleaning not being done
DG advised the meeting that he had received a complaint about the
regular cleaning not being carried out, and noted that he had not seen
the new superintendent on his floor for some time and wondered if he
was aware that he should do the cleaning during the week. RDA
advised that he would be onsite Thursday to meet up with the
superintendent and would follow up directly with him on this matter.
Action: RDA to follow up with the superintendent.

- Guest suites variable rates
DG asked RF what the intention was behind his proposal and was
advised that it was to provide variable pricing for longer term stays
and generate more revenue from the guest suites, but that the suites



could still only be rented out by residents on behalf of guests. BS raised
concerns over regular cleaning of the suites, RF responded that his
expectation would be that the guests took care of their own laundry
etc. It was agreed that longer term stays might have something to offer
the corporation, but the process and procedures would need to be put
in place to cover things like cleaning. HT suggested that there would
also have to be black out periods where residents would not be
allowed to make a long term booking. HT supported the idea in
concept but suggested that CIPM provide him with the last 5 years GL
accounts for the rentals so he could provide the board with an analysis
of the potential revenue before any significant time was spent on
determining how it might be managed.
Action: RDA to provide HT with historical GL extract
Action: HT review and inform the board of his findings

- Insurance quote from Gifford
DG asked if everyone had been able to review the Insurance Quote for
next year. HT had and advised that it was a modest rise and far less
than he’d anticipated and recommended acceptance. DG asked that the
other board members review the quote after the meeting and raise any
issues they had. DG also noted that he did not believe that the
corporation needed the optional extra cover for terrorism related
perils.
Action: board members

- smoke penetration complaint from 603
DG reported that prior to the meeting he had received an email from 603
about smoke penetration in their unit, particularly noticeable in the
bedroom. DG asked if any of the neighbouring units were those
grandfathered in on the no smoking rule, but no-one was certain.  DG
advised RDA that he had requested the unit owner to contact him as a first
step in looking into the issue. RDA advised that he would reach out to the
owner and arrange to visit when he was on site Thursday. BS also asked
RDA if he had seen the email he had sent out regarding 203 and the
unapproved move in of new tenants in violation of the family rule. RDA
acknowledged receipt of the email and agreed that he would formally
follow up with the owner using the standard process.
Action:RDA

9. Board Project Updates (provided by BS)
- Garage Floor Drains

BS advised that he had discussed this with Baxtec and that the job was too
difficult to handle ourselves, and that the waste removed from the pipes
would be considered toxic waste requiring formal disposal. He recommended
that the board engage a professional drain cleaner to carry out the work. The
aboard approved his obtaining quotes on the work.



Action : BS
- Pool bulkhead final insulation work

Following a call with Bob Jardine, BS was advising that a reser on the need for
the work and what was to be done was needed, and that a meeting would be
scheduled for this at which BGC and Baxtec would be present.

- Backflow Preventer
BS advised the meeting that he was reviewing the requirements and
recommendations on this item with TTF, who had originally raised it with the
board in a building assessment report.

- Drywall and Paint job (Basement stairwells and 11th floor ceiling)
BS reported all work as complete, but that he was talking to them about a
touch up on the safety strips.  Basement ceiling awaiting release from Broder.

- Standby Generator
BS reported that the gas supply work was done, and he was surprised at how
ugly the installation was and it would probably need some landscaping to
hide it. He also advised that the generator had been delivered to Ottawa and
the anticipated installation was now Sept/Oct. DG noted that this was still
within the outdoor working window and shouldn't be a cause for concern. BS
concluded this item by recommending that the board hold off on the ceiling
repairs for the basement corridor by the pool area until the generator work
was completed, just in case access to the space was needed.

- Door Entry Telephone System
BS reported that Ainger had replaced the microphone, but that the audio
quality was still very poor. DG advised that the quality could not be compared
to the previous system where a handset was used, rather than a box mounted
speaker/microphone combo. BS responded by saying that Ainger agreed that
the quality was less than expected and was pursuing the issue with Kantech,
the manufacturer.

- Unit 101 Lease
BS noted that the feedback on the board’s decision to lease 101 had been
positive so far. He also reported that the unit had been cleaned and prepared
for habitation and that a full set of keys and fobs had been set aside for the
new tenant. DG asked about arrangements for the Saturday move in, BS
advised that the superintendent would be onsite to assist and was
comfortable about doing so. The board agreed that a weekend move would be
less of an issue for 101 as it would not need to use an elevator with all the
accompanying issues of pads, and reservations.

- MAU duct work
BS advised that board that after reviewing this item with Baxtec it had been
agreed that it wasn't really necessary and that he had cancelled the work.

- HVAC Project
BS advised that he had a lot to report on this major project and that the
supply chain issues which had started to emerge at the time of his previous
report had now gotten worse. He had received written notification that the
heat pump order would not now be fulfilled until the end of March 2022, and



that his confidence in that date being held was not high. The net effect on the
schedule would be to push the work out until October 2022, which was not in
itself a major issue. However, the current plan called for the purchase of
several supporting pieces of equipment this year representing a significant
amount of the contract value and which would be sitting idly in our
contractors warehouse/storage facilities until needed. BS was unhappy at
this situation but also noted that if the purchase of these items was pushed
out it would potentially run into similar supply chain issues and would
increase costs as the prices were rising on these items. He was also
concerned about the cash flow and spending reserve funds before they really
needed to be spent.  Having identified the problems BS went on to propose a
solution that he had discussed and agreed with our contractors. Some of the
front end costs would be shifted to later on in the project once all the
materials etc. were available and work was in progress, he was also
proposing that the electrical work be pushed out to next summer, but Broder
was pushing to purchase the equipment as per the original schedule. HT
asked why we were not considering just pushing everything out by a year,
and noting that at this stage there was nothing stopping the board from
cancelling the contract. DG asked if there was any way to get a commitment
from the manufacturer on the end March delivery of the heat pump units. BS
noted that the manufacturer in Toronto was also contracted to deliver units
for several large customers in the Ottawa area that he knew about and he too
had concerns about a small order like ours being pushed again. After
discussing the issues and possible responses it was agreed that BS would
send the board the revised cash flow projection based on what he had
discussed with our contractors, and that he would try to see if the
corporation could get a firm commitment from the manufacturer on the heat
pump delivery date. DG asked him to work closely with HT and MB on this
and to advise the board on what the recommended approach would be. It was
further agreed that once the board had a clear path forward that the owners
would be updated through a project update notice.
Action: BS to send out revised cash flow proposals and work with HT and MB
on the best path forward.

10. Status Certificate Review
○

11. Notice of next meeting and adjournment
○ It was agreed to schedule the next meeting for August 31, 2021 at

6pm. RDA was asked to issue the invitation.
Action: RDA

○ DG moved to adjourn the meeting, the motion was carried
unanimously and DG closed the meeting at 20:33.


